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Nur wer anders denkt, kann Neues schaffen.

Pellentesque 

pulvinar fringilla 

lacinia 

Lorem ipsum

Clear solution – easy to use!

◼ Solar: Improved solar module 

quality, in production and field

◼ Automotive: Safer batteries, 

longer lifetime

◼ Research and development: A 

new access to electric currents
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Direction and strength of electric currents
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Our unique selling points

Individual image analysis without 

programming in 30 minutes!

Objectdetection

Electric current [arb. u.]

Example: electric current through a Pouch Cell

Combining new sensor technology with specially developed data evaluation to 
create unique solutions and clear answers.
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Anomaly detection
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A new access to direction and strength of electric currents
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Direction and strength of electric current

B-TECH – a new access to electric currents

◼ Electric currents generate magnetic vector fields 

→ these magnetic vector fields carry information of 

currents direction and strength

◼ We analyze these fields and trace back to el. currents

 Quantitative and non-destructive

 Down to below 5 mA

 Near real time, nonstop

B-TECH line sensor measures magnetic 

vector fields close to real-time!
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DENKWEIT B-TECH
Measurement principle

Measurement of 3 Li-Ion batteries during discharging Measurement of a prismatic cell during charging

Measurement by simply stroking over the battery during charging or discharging.



BATTERY ANALYSIS
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BATTERY ANALYSIS
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Cylindric cells

MFI cylindric Li-Ion-batteries IR-image during charging process

◼ Spatial analysis of inhomogeneous current distributions



BATTERY ANALYSIS
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Pouch cells

Li-Ion pouch cell, contacts on one side Li-Ion pouch cell, contacts on both sides

◼ Spatial analysis of flowing currents
◼ Monitoring of charge and discharge processes
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DENKWEIT B-LAB

Prismatic cells

◼ Spatial analysis of flowing currents
◼ Monitoring of charge and discharge processes
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OUR PRODUCTS
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B-TECH product line

DENKnetze (KI)

B-LAB
B-OFFLINE

B-MOBILE
B-JBOX

B-INTEGRATE B-CLEAN DENKwelt.com
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B-OFFLINE
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◼ Available in different sizes

◼ Adaptable to your application

◼ Highly reproduceable and accurate

◼ B-Tech Core:

 Magnetic field resolution: 0.3 μT

 Spatial resolution: 2.5 mm (x), µm range 

(y, z)

 Individual sensor length, systems up to 

2 m (or customizable)

 Power supply 230 V, 50/60 Hz, 8 A



B-INTEGRATE
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◼ Flexible integration in automated 

systems

◼ High connectivity

◼ DENKweit AI solution for data 

processing

◼ B-Tech Core:

 Magnetic field resolution: 0.3 μT

 Spatial resolution: 2.5 mm (x), µm range 

(y, z); by cross scan µm range



SOFTWARE
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DENKSICHT MEASUREMENT SOFTWARE
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DENKsicht live mode DENKsicht data visualization

◼ DENKsicht for B-Lab and B-Mobile
◼ Measurement, data visualization and connection to DENKwelt
◼ Flexible measurement tasks and procedures


